
SOME THEOREMS ON LACUNARY FOURIER SERIES,
WITH EXTENSIONS TO COMPACT GROUPS

BY

EDWIN HEWITT AND H. S. ZUCKERMAN(l)

1. Introduction. 1.1. The theory of lacunary Fourier series, developed by

Banach, Kolmogorov, Sidon, Zygmund, and others, deals largely with ex-

traordinary properties that such series possess. The Fourier series for a

bounded function converges absolutely if the function has a lacunary Fourier

series; an integrable function is square integrable if its Fourier series is

lacunary. Somewhat different theorems show that very general functions on

lacunary sets can be represented by Fourier or Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.

Many of these theorems are given in [7, Chapter VI and Chapter IX].

In this paper, we use a method of Banach to show that various properties

associated with lacunary series are in fact equivalent. Some degree of unity

for different appearing facts is thus obtained. Fourier series are of such

classical interest that we first treat them separately (§§2-7). From our first

equivalence theorem (2.1), we obtain new proofs of several theorems of Sidon

(4.1), as well as new classes having some of the properties of lacunary series

(Theorem 3.2 and §5). Our second equivalence theorem (6.1) leads also to

some new series possessing some of the properties of lacunary series (Theo-

rems 7.1 and 7.3 and Example 7.4). In §§8 and 9, we extend our results for

Fourier series to an arbitrary compact group; these results of course contain

those for Fourier series as special cases. Our interest in the problems discussed

here arose from a remark of Professor Arne Beurling, which is a special case

of Theorem 3.2. Since writing this paper, we have learned that several of our

results have also been obtained independently by R. E. Edwards. We wish

to express our gratitude to Dr. Edwards for the privilege of seeing his manu-

script.

1.2. Throughout the paper, "function" means "complex-valued func-

tion." In §§2-7, we are concerned with functions and measures on the interval

[0, 27r]. Throughout these sections, the following notation is used. The sym-

bols ?], 82, ?«, have their usual meanings, and norms ||-||i, j|-||2, ||'|U, for

Lebesgue measure and the interval [0, 2:r]. The symbol S denotes the space

of all continuous functions x on [0, 27r] such that x(0) = x(2ir). It is normed

with the uniform norm. The symbol SflZ denotes the space of all complex

bounded Radon measures on [0, 27r[. It is normed by the variation norm.

For an integer n, x£Si, and m£9TC, we define the Fourier transform x(n) by
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1   clT
x(n) = — I     e-intx(l)dt

2irJ o

and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform fi(n) by

£(») =   I e-intdn{t).
J  [0,2irt

The symbol TV is reserved for infinite sets of integers; our main Theorems

2.1 and 6.1 are trivial for finite sets. The symbol c0(N) denotes the space of all

functions \p on N such that |^(w)| =ga for only a finite subset of TV, for all

a>0. This space is normed with the uniform norm. The symbol h(N) denotes

the space of all functions <p on N such that ||p||i= S»ew I <p(n) I < °°- The

space h{N) is defined similarly. The symbol b(N) denotes the space of all

bounded functions/on TV, with the norm ||/|| =supn£Ar |/(»)|. Given a func-

tion/defined on N, we say that/is matched by a function of a certain kind

defined for all integers, say g, if/(«) =g(«) for all «£/V.

2. First equivalence theorem. In this section, we show that four properties

for sets of integers are equivalent.

2.1. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers. The following properties of N are

equivalent.

(i) There is a positive number A such that for every finite sequence

{ci, • • • , a,\ of complex numbers and every finite subset \m, ■ ■ ■ , ns\ of N,

the inequality

B 8

X | fl* |   ^ A   max     5Z Qkeint'

obtains.

(ii) // x^2xand x(m)=0for m(£N, then X^»ejv | xin) | <°o.

(iii) For every function ip€Lco{N), there is a function x(E8i such that x( — n)

= ip{n) for every n(E.N.
(iv) For every function f(E.b(N), there is a measure mG9TC such that #( —«)

=/(») for all »e/V.

Remark. The equivalence of properties (i)-(iii), with only trivial changes,

is due to Banach [2]. Property (iv) seems not to have been previously con-

sidered in this context. For the reader's convenience, we repeat the proof

that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the Banach spaces 2i and c0(N). The

Fourier transform provides a linear mapping of 8i into c0(N); this fact arid

its ramifications are the basis of the present proof. Specifically, we will use

the mapping <£, defined for each x£2i as the function on N such that

1    riT
*(x)(n) =*(-») = - I     eintx(t)dt (» £ A')-

2x J o
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The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma shows that the range of $> is contained in

c0(N), and it is also obvious that $ is a bounded linear transformation of

norm 1. The adjoint transformation $* of $ carries the adjoint space h(N)

of c0(N) into the adjoint space ?« of Si. If/ denotes the linear functional on

c0(N) defined by an element \p of h{N), then <£*(/) is by definition the linear

functional on Si such that<*>*(/)(*) =/(#(*)) for all x£Si. Thus for ^Eh(N),

we have

— f   x(t)$*W(t)dt = £ $(*)(n)iK») =  T, (— \     x(l)e™'dt)t(n)

= — I      x(0 (  X) ^(n)eint ) <//.
2lT J 0 \ nSiV /

Therefore

**W0(O =  Z *(»)«'"'.

Since ^£/i(iV), <£*(^) is in S, and $* maps /i(iV) into S. Clearly <J>* is a

bounded, one-to-one, linear transformation of norm 1.

Consider now the following property:

(v) $*-1 is bounded.

Property (v) may be restated as: there is a positive number A such that

X)  | lK«) |   ^ -4   max     Z ip{n)eini
nSN 0£t<2r     n£ff

for all ^£/i(./V). Plainly this is equivalent to (i), so that (i) and (v) are equiv-

alent.

We next show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Suppose that (i) holds. For

x6S„ we have

A   / I *l  \ I!   IImax      2  I1"-1—-)x{k)em   ^ ||x|U
0g!<2x     *__„   \ p+ 1/

for all positive integers p. If x{m) = 0 for m(£N and (i) holds, it follows that

XT-/ I   *l    \    I

for all positive integers p, the sum being taken over the set

ivn {-/>, -p + 1, ■ ■ ■ ,p- l,p}.

Property (ii) follows at once. Suppose now that (ii) holds. We shall show

that $*(k(N)) is a closed subspace of S, and from this a theorem of Banach(2)

(2) This and the two following theorems quoted from Banach are stated by him for real

Banach spaces. The proofs for the complex case needed here are unchanged.
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[l, p. 41, Theoreme 4], will show that <i>*-1 is continuous. Let {^„} "_x be a

sequence of elements of h(N) such that lim„..00<l>*(^n) =y exists in S. It is

easy to see that y(ra)=0 for mQN, as this is true of all $*(^„). Hence

£„"--» |5»(«)| is finite, and y(t) = Y,n€N ?(»)**"• That is, ?£**(&(iV)). and

$*(/i(Ar)) is a closed subspace of 6.

The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is proved by appealing to another theorem

of Banach [l, p. 146, Theoreme 1 and p. 148, Theoreme 4]: $ maps 2i onto

Co(N) if and only if $*-> is continuous.

Finally, to prove the equivalence of (i) and (iv), we construct the linear

transformation <£**, whose domain is the adjoint space 3HX of S, and whose

range is contained in the adjoint space b(N) of h(N). For /i£9TC, we find as in

computing $>* that $**(/x)(w) =/[0,2t[ eintdn(t) for all mSA7. A third theorem

of Banach [l, p. 147, Theoreme 2 and p. 148, Theoreme 3] shows that $**

maps 9TC onto b(N) if and only if <I>*~1 is continuous. This completes the proof.

2.2. Remark. It is obvious that 2.1 (i) is equivalent to the following

condition.

(i') There is a positive number A such that for every finite sequence

\a\, • • • , a,\ of complex numbers and every finite subset (wi, • • • , ns\

of N, the inequality

8 8

^2 | ak |   ^ A   max     ^ ake~intt
k=l 0SK2*     *_l

obtains.

Let <£' be the mapping of Si into Co(N) such that $'(x)(n) =x(n). Then we

can repeat the proof of Theorem 2.1, mutatis mutandis, and show that (i)—(iv)

are equivalent to (i')—(iv')i where (ii') is obtained from (ii) by replacing

x(m) by x{ — m), (iii') from (iii) by replacing x{ — n) by x(n), and (iv') from

(iv) by replacing p.{ — n) by £(«). For example, (iii) and (iii') are equivalent,

so that every function in c0(N) is matchable by a Fourier transform x{n) if

and only if every such function is matchable by a Fourier transform .f( — n).

Obviously too all eight assertions (i)-(iv') are equivalent.

3. A sufficient condition for Theorem 2.1. In this section, we show that

every set of integers enjoying a certain independence condition satisfies all

of the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Curiously enough, condition 2.1 (iv) is an

easy one to deal with. We require a lemma.

3.1. Lemma. Let N be a set of integers, enumerated in any way: N

= {«i, w2, ns, ■ ■ ■ }. Let f be a bounded function on N. Suppose that for an

infinite set S of positive integers s, there is a function ^s£?i such that &,( — «*)

=/(»*) (k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s) and such that (l/27r)/o'| h„(t)\dt is bounded on S.

Then there is a measure /x£9TC such that /2(—«^) =/(«*) for k = l, 2, 3, • • • .

The measure yu can be taken non-negative if all of the functions h, are non-negative.

Proof. The functions hs can be identified with elements vs of 9TC, in the

usual way: v,{A) = (l/2Tr)fAhe(t)dt for Borel sets A. The space 3H is a concrete
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representation of the adjoint space S* of S, and the norm ||»>,|| of v, as an

element of S* is (l/2ir)j?*| h,{t)\dt. Our hypotheses imply that {||j».|| },"-i is

bounded. Hence the set {v, }j°°_j has at least one weak limit point in 9TZ, say ju.

(If all hs are non-negative, the measure p is necessarily non-negative.) For

this n, any positive integer k, and any positive number e, there are an infinite

number of positive integers s such that

\ r i r2T
I        einktdfx{t) - — I     einkih,(t)dt   < e.

I J [0,2r[ 2ir«/ 0

This implies that /[o,2ir[eiB*'<fyi(*) =/(»*) for k — l, 2, 3, • • • , and this proves

the lemma.

3.2. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers, and suppose that N can be written

as the union of a finite number of pairwise disjoint infinite sets Nt, ■ • • , Nr

satisfying the following condition. For every nonvoid finite subset \n\, • • • , n,}

of every Nj, and every sum cr = 2^*-i €&«&, where each e* can be ±1, no a is zero,

and a belongs to N only if s — 1, ei = 1, and a — n\. Then N satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Consider a bounded function / on N. We wish to show that there

is a measure /i(E91Z such that fi( — n) =/(») for all »£iV. Clearly we may sup-

pose that |/(w)| ^1 for all n£N. Order each set Nj arbitrarily: Nj

= {n[j), n(i\ nf, • • • }. We first note that — »£> (£iV for all k and j and that

0(£N. For every positive integer u and every j, 1 ̂ j^r, let

h»\t) = 2fl(l + W(nJVinii)t  )).
*-i

Clearly each h$? is a non-negative function. Multiplying out, we have(3)

3.2.1 hu (0 = 2+2* (/(«* )e +/(»* )«       ) + 2D <*<■«   ,
*-l o

where every a appearing in the second sum has the form a = 2^e«wiW> summed

over two or more I's, l^l^u, and where the et's are +1. Multiplying 3.2.1

by (l/27r)e"" and integrating from 0 to 27T, we obtain

/(«*  )        if n = Mi  ,        1 ^ k ^ u,

til\-n) = '     0 if n^Nf\N'j,

.2 if n = 0.

For w = l, 2, 3, • • • , let ft™ be the function &,„ = 2~I;-i ̂ »- Plainly

|An.| = Ej-i^.and

(*) For typographical reasons, we write/(*) to mean the complex conjugate of the number
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^-f '|M')|<&=*EO» = 2r.
2t J o y—i

Furthermore, we have

h~ru( — nk) = £, L  ( — nk  ) =/(rcjt  )
y-i

if 1 ̂ k^u and 1 ̂ p^r. Thus the functions hru (u= 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ •) satisfy all of

the conditions of 3.1, with S= {r, 2r, 3r, ■ ■ ■ }. Applying 3.1, we have 2.1

(iv), and hence the other conditions of Theorem 2.1 as well.

4. A proof of two theorems of Sidon. Let N be a. set of positive integers,

N= {«], m, w3, • • • }, such that «*+i/m*^\> 1 for k = l, 2, 3, • • • . Sidon has

proved (in slightly altered form) that N satisfies conditions 2.1 (ii) and 2.1

(iv) (see [7, pp. 139 and 220]). We now prove Sidon's theorems from Theo-

rems 2.1 and 3.2.

4.1. Theorem, Let N= {«l( w2, n3, ■ • ■ } be a set of positive integers such

that w*+i/w*^X> 1 for k = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . Then N satisfies all of the conditions

of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. We will show that N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2.

Choose a positive integer r such that

2X- 1
4.1.1 Xr>-,

X - 1

and let Nj= {n,-, nr+j, n^+j, ■ • • }, i^j^r. For convenience, we write the

sums <r of Theorem 3.2 in the form cr= y,f._n 8knrk+j, where each 8k can be

1, 0, or — 1, and 1 ^ j ^ r. Now writing t = ^i-o 8knrk+i, we have

«-i «—i
I T |     ̂    2 «*W ̂    Z «,(^1)+A~r<*~1"*)»

*-0 *-0

since ni^\~*m+v. Hence we have

ii "X- 1
4.1.2 | r |   < «r(«-i)+y Z_, X rl = ;- «r(.-i)+i ^- nr,+j.

;_0 Xr —  1 Xr —  1

From 4.1.2 and 4.1.1, we have

4.1.3 | t\   < nr,+j.

If any cr as in Theorem 3.2 were 0, we could write 0= 22l_0 hnTk+j with

5S = + 1. This would contradict 4.1.3. Thus the first requirement on the <r's in

Theorem 3.2 is met.
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To verify the second requirement on the er's in Theorem 3.2, suppose

that np= 2~^!Uo f>knTk+j, where we may suppose that 3,= +1. The inequality

4.1.3 shows that 5, = 1, since np is positive. From 4.1.2 we have

4.1.4 | np — n„+j \ <-— nr,+j.
\r — 1

We wish to show that p = rs+j. If p>rs+j, then np^\nr,+j, and hencp

| np — nrs+j| =np — nrs+j'^(\ — l)nrs+j. This inequality and 4.1.4 imply that

(X — 1) <(Xr— l)-1, which contradicts 4.1.1. If p<rs+j, then np^\~lnrt+j,

and hence \np — nrs+j\ = nT,+j — np^ (1 — X-1)«r»+>- This inequality and 4.1.4

imply that (1—X-1) <(Xr — l)-1, which contradicts 4.1.1. These contradictions

imply that p = rs+j. Therefore we have 0= 2^*-o hnrk+j, and 80 = • • • = 8,_i

= 0, since, as we have already proved, the cr's satisfy the first requirement of

Theorem 3.2. Since 8, = 1, the second requirement of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied.

The proof is completed by applying Theorem 2.1.

4.2. Remark. Sidon has proved [5] that 2.1 (ii) holds for a set of integers

N that can be written in the form UJ_i L,, where x, y(E.Lj and x>y imply that

x>\jy (\j> 1). Thus all of the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold for such sets.

5. Remarks and examples for Theorem 2.1.

5.1. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers satisfying the conditions of Theo-

rem 2.1, and let S and T be finite sets of integers. Then (Nr^S')^J T also satisfies

the conditions of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Let TC^N'' — [n\, ■ ■ -,»„}, let aci, • ■ • , a„ be complex numbers,

and x(t) = 2~Z"-i oljC^'K Then x( — n,) =aij (.7 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , u) and x(n) =0 for all

other values of n. Hence N^JT satisfies 2.1 (iii). Since {Nr\S')VTCN\JT,

the present theorem is proved.

5.2. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers satisfying the conditions of Theorem

2.1, let a be any integer, and N+a the translate of N by a. Then N+a satisfies

the conditions of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Let x&i and xa(t) =x(t)eial. Then x„( — n) =x( — (n+a)). Hence

N+a satisfies 2.1 (iii) if N does.

5.3. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers satisfying the conditions of Theo-

rem 2.1 and let — N— { — w}neiY. Then —N satisfies the conditions of Theorem

2.1.

Proof. This is implicit in 2.2 and is also obvious from 2.1 (i).

5.4. Remark. Let N be any set of integers satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 3.2. All of the functions hTU constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2

are non-negative, and hence, as noted in Lemma 3.1, every bounded function

on N can be matched by a function jl( — n), where n is a non-negative measure

on [0, 2tt[. (In other words, every bounded function/ on N can be extended
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to a positive definite function f\ defined on the set of all integers; it follows

from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that/i(0) ^2r sup„ejv |/(»)|.) For every real

measure p, fi(n) is the complex conjugate of #( — »), and hence a set N with

this property can contain no integer and its negative.

5.5. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers such that every bounded function

on N can be matched by a function p.{ — n), where n is a real measure. Then

NKJ(-N) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Let/be any bounded function on NKJ(-N) (note that Nr^(-N)

is void). Let

/,(«) = !(/(«) +/(-»)),
it

2i

f or « G-^V. Let/iy be a real measure in 911 such that/ly(—w) =/,(») (nE.N, j= 1, 2),

and let /i=/xi+i/i2. Then it is easy to see that #( — n) =f(n) for nG.NVJ( — N).

5.6. Examples. It is of some interest to note that there are sets satisfying

the conditions of Theorem 3.2 (and hence of Theorem 2.1) that do not have

the lacunary property of Theorem 4.1. Let a be any integer greater than 1.

The set [ak, a*-|-l}"-i satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2; it does not

satisfy the lacunary property but is of course the union of two such sets.

(See also 4.2.)
There are also sets N satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2 that cannot

be written as the union of any finite number of sets with the lacunary property

of Theorem 4.1. Let N be the set of all numbers 32,+!+3*, where k = 2l, 2' + l,

2! + 2, • • • , 2l+l — 1, and / = 0, 1, 2, • • • . For each positive integer k, there

is a unique non-negative integer / such that 2l^k<2l+i. Hence every ex-

ponent k appears exactly once in a number belonging to TV, and we may write

nk = 32'"+3k (k=l, 2, 3, • • • ). We show that N satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 3.2, with r = 1. For convenience, we write the sums <r of Theorem 3.2

in the form <r= ^i_i 8knk, where each 8k can be 1, 0, or — 1. Assume that

<r = 0 and that some 8k?*0. Let k0 be the smallest k such that 8*^0. For

k>ko, we see that nk = 0 (mod 3*0+1) and that «t0 = 3*° (mod 3*0+l). Therefore

8t03*° = 0 (mod 3*0+1) and hence 8*0 = 0 (mod 3), which contradicts the defini-

tion of 8k„. Suppose that a = np and that kf, is the smallest k such that 8*5^0.

Then 8Ao3*0 = mp (mod 3to+1), which implies that p^k0, and hence 8*0

= 3p~k<> (mod 3). From this we see that p = ko and Si0=l. Consequently

<r' = a — 8i0«t0 = 0, and hence every 8* appearing in a' is 0. Thus N satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 3.2.

Assume that N can be written as a union Uy_! Lj, where each Lj is a lacu-

nary set: x, y £ Lj and x > y imply that x ^ Xyy, where Xy > 1.  Let X
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= min(Xi, • • ■ , Xr). Let 2* be greater than r. Then at least two of the numbers

W2*, W2*+i, • • • , W2*+i_i He in a single Lj. Suppose that these are x and y,

x>y. Then «2*+i-i^^^Xy^Xn2t, and

X < ^± = +   -< 1 + 3-''+1.
n* 3*" + 3*

For k sufficiently large, this contradicts the inequality X> 1. In this example,

3 can be replaced by any larger integer.

6. Second equivalence theorem. We prove in this section a theorem some-

what like Theorem 2.1. Once again, our methods are based on Banach [2].

6.1. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers. The following conditions on N are

equivalent.

(i) There is a positive number B such that for every finite sequence

\a\, ■ • ■ , a,} of complex numbers and every finite subset \ni, • • • , ns) of N,

the inequality

(' Vs l  c2* I *
Z l«*|2)      = B— I        £ «*«'"*' dl
4-1 / 2lJo      I k=l

obtains.

(ii) 7/ arGSi and x(m) =Oform(£N, then £"- - - | *(») |2 < °° •

(iii) For every function <p€Lk(N), there is a function xGS such that x( — n)

= <p(n) for all n£N.
(iv) For every function <p(E.h(N), there is a function x(E%* such that x( — n)

= <p{n) for all ra£Ar.

Proof. The proof is very like that of Theorem 2.1. We consider the spaces

S and h(N), and the mapping $ of S into k(N) such that$(x)(n) =x( — n) for

all n(EN and xGS. The mapping <l> is clearly linear and has norm 1. The ad-

joint mapping <$* carries k(N) into 3TC. For <p(E.h(N), it is easy to see that

$*((?) is an absolutely continuous measure, whose derivative is the function

H»eJv <p(n)eint, which is in S2. Thus we have $*(/2(A0) CS2CS1. We omit the

details.

The implication (i)=>(ii) is proved as in Theorem 2.1, with the observation

that the Fejer sums

t=-p \      p + 1/

converge in the Si norm to x, for every ;c£Si. The implication (ii)=>(i) and

the equivalence of (i) and (iii) are proved just as in Theorem 2.1.

To prove that (iii) and (iv) are equivalent, we construct the mapping

<£**, which carries the adjoint space S„ of Si into the adjoint space k{N) of

h(N). For xGSoo and n<EN, we have $**(x)(n) =#( — «). The equivalence of

(i) and (iv) is now proved just as in Theorem 2.1.
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6.2. Remark. We can repeat Remark 2.2 with suitable changes and ob-

tain four more assertions equivalent to 6.1 (i)-6.1 (iv). For example, the con-

dition

(iii') for every <p(Eh(N), there is a function x£6 such that x(n) =<p(n) for

all n(E.N

is equivalent to 6.1 (i)—6.1 (iv).

6.3. Remark. The mapping x—->£( — n) is a bounded linear transforma-

tion carrying (5 into lP'(N), where 1 <pS.2 and p' =p/(p — l)- Hence we might

try to generalize Theorem 6.1 by using an arbitrary lp>{N) instead of k(N).

Conditions 6.1 (i)—6.1 (iv) have obvious analogues, and they are all equiva-

lent. However, the analogue of 6.1 (iii) states that for every <p&P'(N), there

is a function x£S such that x( — n)=<p(n) for all w£Ar. This implies that

lp'(N)Q.h{N), an inclusion which obtains only if N is finite (a case devoid

of interest) or p' =p = 2.

7. Some sufficient conditions for Theorem 6.1.

7.1. Theorem. Let N be a set of integers. Suppose that for every integer m,

the number of solutions of the equation x+y = m with x, y£Ar has a finite upper

bound B independent of m. Then N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1.

Proof. Let {n\, «2, ■ ■ • , ns} be any nonvoid finite subset of N,

{a\, ■ • ■ , a,} any sequence of complex numbers not all zero, and P(t)

— E*-i o,keinkt. Then we have P(t)2 = Ecme'""> where cm = ~%2akat, summed

over the set T(m) of all pairs (k, I) such that nk+ni = m, l^k^s, l^l^s.

Thus |e„| ^EKI -|oi| g5 max{|a*| -\a,\ : (k, l)GT(m)} and

|cm|2g^2   E   U*|2U*I2-
(*,!)€ T(m)

We then have

1 f2'|p(0i4^= E l^l2^-e2E    E    \*k\*\*i\*
2w J o m   (i,i)er(«i)

7.1.1 g ,2 2x S

^&j:i: ia*i«|a,i* = Wi: m^ W^- f Vol**).
*_i i=i \ *-i / \2ir Jo /

Holder's inequality with p = 3 gives the inequality

/*'        /-

if x is non-negative. Taking x= \P(t)\, we infer from 7.1.1 that

/ a ,   , V72       i r2T,
(Ekl2)   ^bt\   lp«lrf'-
\ *-i / Lit J n
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This is 6.1 (i), and the proof is complete,

7.2. Remarks. Sidon has proved a somewhat weakened version of Theo-

rem 7.1, in [6].

We note that Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 have evident analogues relat-

ing to Theorem 6.1. We next extend another theorem of Sidon and Banach

[7, p. 215].

7.3. Theorem. Let N be a set of positive integers such that A7 = U/_17y,

where each Lj satisfies a lacunary condition: x, y&Lj and x>y imply that

x^Xyy, where Xy>l. Then N satisfies all of the conditions of Theorem 6.1.

Proof. We will show that N satisfies the condition of Theorem 7.1. For

an integer m of the form u+v with u, oGA7", we consider all pairs (x, y) such

that (x, y)€=.N, x^y, and x+y = m. Of all these pairs, let (p, q) be the one

with the smallest value of p. We then have p^x<x+y — p+q^2p. Thus we

have p^x<2p. Let Xi, • • • , x*, with xi<x2< • ■ • <xk, be all such x's that

are in a fixed Lj. Then we have 2£>xa^XJ-1xi^X*-1£. It follows that

k < log 2/log \j + 1. Thus the number of pairs (x, y) is less than

r+Zj-i log 2/logXy, and the number of solutions in N of the equation

u+v = m is less than 2r + 2 X!j-i '°g 2/log Xy, which can thus be taken as the

number B of Theorem 7.1.
7.4. Example. It is of interest to give an example of a set N

= {'Mi, «2, nz, ■ ■ • } satisfying the condition of Theorem 7.1 that is not a

finite union of lacunary sets as in Theorem 7.3. Let »i= 1. When m, ■ ■ • , »*

have been chosen, let nk+\ be the least positive integer different from all of the

numbers np + nq — ns, where l^p^k, l^q^k, l^s^k. Clearly this inductive

definition produces a set satisfying the condition of Theorem 7.1. In fact the

number B of Theorem 7.1 is 1. It is also clear that m <m<nz< ■ ■ • . The

set of all np-\-nt — n, as above has at most k3 members, and so nk±\ is one of the

numbers 1, 2, • • • , k3 + l. Thus re*+i=&3 + l and nk^kz (k = l, 2, 3, • • • )•

Assume that N = \JrJ.l Lj, where the Lj satisfy lacunary conditions as in

Theorem 7.3. At least [k/r] of the numbers wi, • • ■ , nk will lie in Lj for some

j depending on k. Writing out these [k/r] numbers in numerical order, we

have l^xi<x2< • • • <X[k/r] ^nk^k3. Let X = min(Xi, • ■ • , Xr). Then we

have X(i/r)-2<X[*''-l-1^Xl*/,-]-1x,^X[t/r]^P, that is, X<*/r)-2<Jfe3. For any-

fixed X> 1 and any fixed r, this inequality is false for k sufficiently large.

The first ten elements of N are: 1, 2, 4, 8, 13, 21, 31, 45, 66, 81.
8. Extensions to arbitrary compact groups. Theorems 2.1 and 6.1 admit

generalizations that are valid for an arbitrary compact (not necessarily com-

mutative) group. Let G be any such group. Let dt, du, etc., denote the differ-

ential of normalized Haar measure on G, and let Si(G), 2i(G), and S«,(G) de-

note the spaces of absolutely integrable, square integrable, and essentially

bounded measurable functions on G with respect to Haar measure, with their

usual norms ||  ||i, ||  ||2, and ||  Hoo. Let £(G) denote the space of continuous
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functions on G with the uniform norm, and 911(G) the space of complex

bounded Radon measures on G, with the variation norm.

For x, y £8i(G), let x*y be the function defined by x*y{t) = fox{tu~l)y{u)du.

It is well known that x*y&i(G) and that 81(G) is a Banach algebra with

x*y as multiplication.

8.1. Let { C/(X)}xeA be a complete set of mutually inequivalent, continu-

ous, irreducible, unitary representations of G. For each X£A and <£G, write

Um(t)={u%\t)\P%1. Let xw- T,pi u$i X(X) is the character of £/»>. For

x£8i(G) and u™ as above, let (x, u(£) =fQx(Jt)v$(t)dt. It is well known that

(u%,\ Mpv) = (l/s(X))8xx'8pP'S„-, where 8 is the Kronecker symbol. The Peter-

Weyl theorem states that for x£82(G), we have

8.1.1 Ml!-£*oo Z \{*,*2)\',
XeA P,<r-1

and hence

8.1.2 x = E *(x)   E   (*> «p») «/>* >
XeA P,<7=1

the convergence of the series on the right being in the 82 norm. For #£ 81(G)

and a> 0, there are only a finite number of functions u(£ such that | (x, u^) |

^a. For *£8i(G), a simple calculation shows that

(X) '^ (X).     (X) (X) 'A'   . 00.     (X)
X*MP,    =   2^ (*> Mrp )«« , Mp,   **   =   2j (*> M" )ttp7  ■

T-l- T=l

Hence

o 1   1 (X> (X) V*   /       (X\ (X)8.1.3 x*x     =x    *%=   2-, (*> up* )u>° ■
p.»~i

8.2. It is easy to see that an element x of 81(G) is in the center of 81(G)

if and only if (x, u^) = 8pr(x, Mil') Ior a'l X, p, and a. It can also be shown that

for every neighborhood W of the identity e in G, there is a continuous func-

tion h in the center of 81(G) such that h is non-negative, h vanishes outside

of W, fah(t)dt = 1, and (h, «$x)) ̂0 for all X. This is done by starting with an

arbitrary non-negative continuous function <p vanishing outside of a certain

neighborhood W\ of e, writing \p(t) =Ja<p(u~ltu)du, ^{t)=ip{t~1), and finally

h=\j/*\f/. If W\ is a small enough neighborhood of e and <p is not identically

zero, then h will satisfy all of the conditions above except for the trivial

normalization fah{t)dt = \.

For our main theorems, we require a weakened form of FejeVs summabil-

ity theorem for Fourier series, as follows.

8.3. Lemma. Let *£8i(G), let {Xi, • ■ • , X„} be any finite subset of A, and

let e be any positive number. Then there exist a subset {Xi, • • ■ ,\m] of A con-
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taining  |Xi, ■ ■ • , X„|  and numbers 71, • • • , ym such that 1— e^7ygl for

j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n and for which

8.3.1 £ s(\j)yi  Z  (x, utVS     ̂  211x11!.
y-i p.^-i 1

7/xGSa0(G:), then Xi, • • • , Xm and 71, • ■ ■ , ym as above exist such that

m s(x'' ft)    ft«)

8.3.2 ]C*(xyhy   2  (x, upJ )up<r'       g 211*11,,,.
y=.i p,(t=i 00

Proof. Choose a function A as in 8.2 with the additional properties that

l-e£(A, m^°) for lgj^ra and

8.3.3 ||*-**A||i ^ — ||*||i.

This can be done by choosing W small enough. In view of 8.1.2 we can find,

a finite set of indices X, say {Xi, • • • , X„,}, with m~3zn, for which

m "<X;) (X)    (X-) 1

h — 23 *(^y)   ]C (^> Mn»' )mp»! )    < — '
y=l (>.<r=l 2 2

Write 7y = (h, Mn^) (j = 1, • • ■ , m). Then we have

m ,(Xi) (X)     (X-)        m (X)

hm = X) s(x>)   Z) (A» M^' )«/>»'   = X) s(\j)yjx
j—1 p,<t=i y=i

and

11 11        1
8.3.4 ll*-*»lli< y

From 8.1.3, we have

m '<X;'' (X )       ft-)

8.3.5 **Am=X s(\>)7y 2~3 (*> u„J )upJ .
y— 1 p.ff—i

We also have ||x* A — x * &m||i ̂ ||*||i -||fc — Am||i = ||x||i -||A — Am||2<||*||i/2, and

hence

8.3.6 H***-lli^-rlNI» + ll***lli-

Combining 8.3.6, 8.3.5, and 8.3.3, we obtain 8.3.1.

The inequality 8.3.2 is proved in like manner. For any h as in 8.2 for which

1 — t^(h, u$*) (7 = 1, • • • , n) and a bounded x, we have

8.3.7 ll***IU ^ IMU-
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We also have ||x*/tm — x*A||«,^||a:||M||A — Am||i^||*||«,||A — Am||2<||*||M/2, so that

8.3.8 ll«**-IU   s  IIHU  +  — IHU-

Combining 8.3.7, 8.3.8, and 8.3.5, we obtain 8.3.2.

8.4. Remark. Lemma 8.3 can obviously be extended to show that sums

ET-i *(*i)TiWZ^-iC*1. MpW^0 converge in the 8i norm to x, and
boundedly if x is bounded: i.e., Fejer's theorem has a complete analogue for

arbitrary compact groups.

We now give the generalizations of Theorems 2.1 and 6.1. To state the

theorems, it is convenient to write U for the set of all functions u)£, X£A,

l^P^s(X), l^o'^s(X), and to write elements of U as u, v, • ■ ■ . For

w£t/, s(u) denotes the number s(X) where u = u£'. For VQU, let c0(V) be

the Banach space of all functions ^onV such that {v: v£ V, \ip(y) \ }±a} is

finite for every a>0, with the maximum norm. Let b{V) be the Banach space

of all bounded functions on V, with the supremum norm. Let h(V) and h{V)

have their usual meanings.

8.5. Theorem. Let V be a subset of U. The following properties of V are

equivalent.

(i) There is a positive number A such that for every finite subset \vi, • • • ,Vk\

of V and every sequence {ai, • • • , a*} of complex numbers, the inequality

k k

E | ffy |   ^ A max   E 9fli(t)
y-i igo     y-i

obtains.

(ii) 7/x£8„(G) and (x, u)=0for all uGUr\V, then

E *(«) I (*> «) I   < °° •

(iii) For every function \p in co(V), there is a function x£8i(G) such that

fax(i)v(t)dt=\l/(v) for all »£ V.
(iv) For every function /£6(V), there is a measure p£ 311(G) such that

fav(t)dn(t) =f(v) for every i;£ V.

Proof. We consider the spaces 8i(G) and cB(V) and the mapping $ of

8i(G) into c0(V) such that

*(*)(») =  f x(t)v(t)dl, vGV.
J a

It is clear that ||*(*)|| ^|M|i- The adjoint mapping** of $ carries the adjoint

space /i(V) into the adjoint space 8«,(G). A short calculation shows that

**(*>)= T,vev<p(v)v, for all <pEh{V). Thus $*(*>) £S(G), so that $* maps
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k(V) into S(G), with the uniform norm. Property (i) is obviously equivalent

to the assertion that <$* has a continuous inverse.

We now prove that (i) implies (ii). Consider any xGSoo(G) such that

(x, u) = 0 for uE:Ur\V', and any finite set {mi, • • • , uk\ QU. We may sup-

pose with no loss of generality that {«i, • • • , Uk\ contains all u's from a

given representation [7(X) if it contains any at all: {wi, • • • , uk\

= {«*<?' }p!»-i "-i- Now applying Lemma 8.3 and (i), and taking Xi, • ■ • , Xm

as in Lemma 8.3, we have

n «(Xy) ... m «(X/) ....

£ ^(^y)7y    H     I  (X, Up!  ) |    ̂   X *(*y)7y    2J     I (*> MP*' ) I
y—i p.ff—i /— i p,ff«i

g ^ max   J^s(\j)yj  2J  (*, «p*' )«p»  (0   ^ 2^||*||«,.
<e<?     ,—i p,ir— l

Since 71, • • • , 7» are arbitrarily close to 1, (ii) follows.

We prove that (ii) implies (i) by showing that if (ii) holds, then <£*(/i( V))

is a closed subspace of S(G), and then repeating the argument used to show

that 2.1 (ii) implies 2.1 (i).

Both (iii) and (iv) are equivalent to the assertion that $*_1 is continuous:

see the proof of Theorem 2.1.

8.6. Theorem. Let V be a subset of U. The following properties of V are

equivalent.

(i) There is a positive number A such that for every finite subset {vi, ■ • • ,»*}

of V and every sequence [ai, ■ ■ • , ak\ of complex numbers, the inequality

( Z kl2Y    = ̂  f  I L (s(vj)y*aMt) dt
\ y_i / J a I y=i

obtains.

(ii) 7/xGSi(G) and (x, u) = 0 for uEUnV, then

!>(«) | (*, u) \* < oo.
uev

(iii)   For every <p(E:k{V), there is an x££(G) such that

(5(a))1'2 f x(t)v(t)dt = <*>(*), v € V.
J a

(iv)  For every <pG.h(V), there is an x£S»(G) such that

(s(v)y>* f x(t)v(t)dt = 4>(v), v e v.

Proof. We use here a mapping <£ slightly different from that used in the

previous proof. For x£EE(G), let <i>(x) be the function on V such that $(x)(f)
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= (s(v)yiifax(t)v{t)dt. It is clear from 8.1.1 that <&(x)Gk(V) and that

||$(x)|J2^|H|o=. The mapping $* carries k(V) into 311(G). For <p£k(V), we

see that the measure corresponding to<I>*((p) is absolutely continuous, and has

differential equal to (^vev <p(v){s(v))1,2v(t))dt. The series E«ev <p(v)(s(v))il2v

converges in the 82 norm, so that E»ev(p(v)(s(v))ll2v is a function in 82(G)

and hence in 81(G). The norm in $*(h(V)) is the 81 norm, which agrees with

the norm in 311(G). Thus $* maps l2(V) into 81(G).

Property (i) asserts that <J>*-1 is continuous. Properties (iii) and (iv) are

both equivalent to (i), by the arguments used in proving the corresponding

assertions of Theorem 2.1.

We prove next that (i) implies (ii). Let x be a function in 81(G) such that

(x, u) =0 for uGUfW, and let {Xi, • ■ ■ , X„} be any finite subset of A. Let

{Xi, • • • ,Xm}and7i, • • •, ym be as in Lemma 8.3 and inequality 8.3.1. Then

if (i) holds, we have

( E'Cvhy E I (*, C) I2)   ^ ( E Ah, E I (x, ull}) I2)
\ J—1 p,»-l / \ j=l P.<r=\ /

/'   I    m *(X»') ex-,       cx-,        I
E*(Xy)Ty E  (*, «„)«;,(*) A =S 2il||*||i.

O I y-l p,«r=l

Property (ii) follows at once. The implication (ii)=>(i) is proved just as in

the proof of Theorem 2.1.

9. Examples for Theorem 8.5. In this section, we find some sets that

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8.5. In order to obtain usable results, we

restrict ourselves to subsets V of U on which s(v) is bounded.

9.1. Lemma. Let V be a subset of U with the property that for every bounded

function f on V, there is a positive number A such that for every finite subset F

of V, there is a measure vpG 911(G) for which Jav{i)dvF{i) =f(v) for all z/£F and

\\vF\\%\A. Then V satisfies 8.5 (iv).

Proof. Consider 3TC(G) in its weak topology as the adjoint space of S(G).

Let (P(F) be the set of all y£3TC(G) such that \\v\\ ̂ A and fGv(t)dv(t)=f(v)

for all d£F. Plainly (P(F) is closed and bounded and is therefore compact.

Also we have (P(Fi)P\ • • • n<P(Fj)D(P(Fir\ ■ • • C\Fi). The hypothesis im-

plies that the family of all (P(F) has the finite intersection property. Therefore

there is a measure ^i£D(P(F), the intersection being taken over all finite sub-

sets of V. This measure u clearly satisfies 8.5 (iv), for the function/.

9.2. Theorem. Let V be a subset of U on which s(v) is bounded and such

that V = UJ=1 Vj, where the Vy are pairwise disjoint and satisfy the following

condition. For a nonvoid finite subset \vi, ■ ■ • , vq\ of Vj, let (p = vp> ■ ■ ■ v,q',

where each vp' can be either Vj or Sy. Suppose that every function <p is orthogonal to
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1 and that every function <p is orthogonal to all z>£V except in the case g=l,

v[*i>=v. Then V satisfies all of the conditions of Theorem 8.5.

Proof. Let/ be a bounded function on V; we may suppose with no loss of

generality that |/(»)| £l/s(v) for all vE V. For Fy= [vi,. •••,»«} CV>, let

hr, = 2 II (1 + *(»»)»(/(»*)**))•
A-i

Clearly Air. is a non-negative function on G. Multiplying out, we have

hFj = 2 + X ^(wa)/(wa)"a + X <M»>
A-i <P

where each <p appearing in the second sum has the form Vh (h— 1, • • • , q)

or v^ ■ ■ ■ i>»    with fc^2. We obviously now have

fhFimt)dt=(fM    ifs = "    (^ = 1,2, ••-,,),

and f ohF.(t)dt = 2.
Let F be any nonvoid finite subset of V, and write Fy = FP\Vy. Take

hF. = 0 if Fy is void, and write Af= 2Jy-i hp- Then we have hF non-negative,

JahF(t)dt^2r, and f ahF(t)v(t)dt =f(v) for all vEF. Let p/? be the measure on

G such that dvF(f) = hF(t)dt. Then the set of all measures vF, taken over all

nonvoid finite subsets F of V, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 9.1 with

A =2r. Lemma 9.1 shows that V satisfies condition 8.5 (iv) and hence all of

the conditions of Theorem 8.5.

9.3. Remark. If G is commutative, then s(u) = 1 for all uEU, and the

functions u are simply characters of G. Thus Theorem 9.2 generalizes Theo-

rem 3.2, just as Theorem 8.5 generalizes Theorem 2.1. The group G in Theo-

rem 2.1 is of course the additive group of real numbers modulo 27r.

9.4. Example. Let {Ga}aea be any nonvoid family of compact commuta-

tive groups, and let G = P„enG„. Let i^„ be any character of Gu different from 1

(w£fl), and let x« be the function on G such that xa{t) =&.('«) for each

t— |(B(«e!i€G. Then it is clear that the set V= {xa}uea is a set of characters

of G, that V satisfies the independence condition of Theorem 9.2, and hence

that V satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8.5.

9.5. Example. The Rademacher functions (see [4, p. 42]) have been

studied as a lacunary system in one sense or another by several authors.

Theorem 8.5 can be applied to these functions. Let G be the group of all

sequences / = {t\, k, h, ■ • • ), where the tks are 0 or 1, where t + u

= {tn+u„ (mod 2)}, and neighborhoods of 0 are sets consisting of all ele-

ments {0, 0, • • • , 0, tn, /„+], • • • }. The mapping/—>Xt"=i 2~kh=r{t) carries

G onto the closed interval [0, 1 ]. Let <p„ be the rath Rademacher function, and

let D be the set of all tEG such that an infinite number of ti/s are 0 and an
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infinite number are 1. Then <pn(r(t)) = ( —1)'« for all <££>. Haar measure on

G goes into Lebesgue measure on [0, 1 ] under the mapping t. The functions

(— 1)'" are obviously characters of G; let V be the set of all these characters.

Every character of G has the form ( — l)'ni( — 1)S - ■ ■ ( —l)'»i.

It can be shown simply that for every sequence {ai, • • • , a*} of complex

numbers, the inequality

k k

9.5.1 E |fl,|   g2max   E «,(-!)''
y-l (GO     y_i

obtains; also

k k

9.5.2 El <*>l   ̂ 2 max    E «A(y)   •
y-l OgySl    j_i

Inequality 9.5.1 is simply condition 8.5 (i) for the group G and the set of

characters V. Hence conditions 8.5 (ii)—8.5 (iv) hold for the group G and

the set of characters V. (Condition 8.5 (iv) can also be obtained easily from

9.4, since G is the product of two-element groups.) Conditions 8.5 (ii) and

8.5 (iii) for G and Vcan be translated into statements about the Rademacher

functions, if we use the mapping t. These are well known: (see [4, pp. 254-

256]).
Condition 8.5 (iv) cannot be immediately translated into a statement

about the Rademacher functions, because the mapping r of G onto [0, 1 ] is

not one-to-one, so that a general measure n on G has no unique "image" on

[0, l]. Furthermore, for a general measure X on [0, l], the integral

Jio,u<pn(y)dX(y) is affected by the values of <p„ at dyadic rational numbers

(as does not happen if X is Lebesgue measure); for this reason, we must change

the standard definition of <pn at some dyadic rationals. For a bounded se-

quence/(»), condition 8.5 (iv) shows that there is a measure n on G (even a

positive measure) such that/(w) =/<?( — l)'nd/i(0 (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ). Let E be

the set of all <£G such that tn is ultimately 0, and write F = DT\E'. For

/££, we write t' = t+{l, 1, 1, • • • }, obtaining a one-to-one mapping of E

onto F. Let v be the Borel measure on G such that v(A) =n(A) for A G-D,

v(t)=n(t)-fj.(t') for tGE, and v(t)=0 for <£F. Since (-1)'-= -(-1)'», we

have

fin) = (* (-1)^(0 = f (-i)sfr(O + E (-i)VO - E (-DVO
J a Jo <e« i'<=f

= f (-1)^(0 + E (-D'-KO = f    (-D'"du(t).
J D teE J DUg

Let X be the measure on [0, l] such that X(^4) =v(t~1(A)). Since t is one-to-

one on D\JE and v is 0 on F, we have
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f(n) =   f      (-l)-dX(y),
J [0.1[

where yn is the rath entry in the dyadic expansion for y that contains infinitely

many zeros. Let <p„ be the function such that <pn(y) =limz,v+ <pn(z). Then we

have (pjy) = (— 1)*" for all yE [0, 1 [, and hence

9.5.3 /(«) =  f     v>n(y)d\(y) (ra - 1, 2, 3, • • • ).
J [0,1[

We note finally that there is an obvious analogue of Theorem 7.1 valid

for all compact commutative groups (see also the extension to noncommuta-

tive compact groups in [3]).

Added in proof. Professor Walter Rudin has pointed out that the set con-

structed- in 7.4 has been discussed earlier. See A. Stohr, Gelbste und ungeloste

Fragen uber Basender natiirlichen Zahlenreihe, I, II. J. Reine Angew. Math,

vol. 194 (1955) pp. 40-65, 111-143, reference on p. 134. In connection with

§3, see also S. B. Steckin, Ob absolyutnoi shodimosti ryadov Fur'e (tret'e

soobVcenie), Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Mat. vol. 20 (1956) pp. 385-412.
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